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Hello EFSians,
We
have
finally
reached
the
last
quarter of the year
and does time really
fly by !!! Q4 2018 is
lined up with some fun
filled activities such
as EFS Carnival, more
society initiatives and
year end celebrations
and a lot more...our
Engagement - O Meter is constantly
buzzing
This
time,
our
selection of articles entails EFS champions
of versatile job functions from diverse
regions of EFS’ global footprint.
In this issue of the Newsletter, Lean and
Tactical Business Strategies is the talk of
the hour where our Group CEO emphasizes
on the vitality of not just being profitable but
being sustainable amidst the volatility of the
markets.
We hope to keep you updated in and around
EFS and encourage you to keep contributing
your OPCO articles, People Stories and
Opinion pieces with us. You can send in your
feedback and suggestions on the newsletter
to group.communications@efsme.com
Keep the information coming in!!
Happy Reading!!

Ananya Mundakal
Assistant General Manager
Group Communications
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CEO’S MESSAGE
Dear Readers,
As businesses these days are groping in the dark on how to sustain
growth against the market downturn, the quest for enterprise
sustainability is prompting us all to relook at strategies to build
resilience.
Indeed, a challenge for most CEOs is they are expected to ensure
business momentum, not just continuity even as most conventional
business resources shrink.
We need to ward off challenges at the same time ensure the business
has free cash flow reserves. I would disagree that market downturns
are unforeseen, but there should be a will and resolve to manage and
mitigate these.
Additionally, the major challenge being managing our costs and facing
fierce competition, the sole key to survival in such given conditions
is increasing investments, both towards our People First Strategy as
well as breakthrough in Innovation and Technology.
PEOPLE have always been EFS’ prestige and I believe just being ‘Lean
& Tactical’ doesn’t end the tug but being as resourceful as one can be,
is the ultimate resolution to drive sustenance.

A
strategic
approach towards
innovation-based
lean and tactical
operations is the
need of the hour

In an industry that comes under a lot of pressure from clients to
reduce operational costs, there is a dire need for us to steer this with
innovation and skill enhancement. We can’t just spin a magic wand to
build enough free cash flows in markets rather optimize on the right
resources at the right time.
After all, sustainability doesn’t come with profitability alone but how we
mitigate risks parallelly ensuring a lean, clean and focused outcome of
taking corrective actions and setting new directions.
Lastly, leveraging on the existing skills and enhance on learning
new ones must be encouraged significantly. We truly believe in EFS’
Sustainability Pyramid which is backed by Deliverance and Prudence
and the efforts of a large gratified and motivated workforce. So, let
5 mantras take the wheel to your personal as well as professional
sustainability:
Lean • Tactical • Efficient • Creative • Agile

Tariq Chauhan
Group Chief Executive Officer
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PROJECT WINS
Tatweer Buildings Company
EFS Facilities Services UAE
September 2018

KAUST
EFS Facilities Services UAE
September 2018

Qatar Airways
EFS Facilities Services Qatar

September 2018

IndiQube
EFS Facilities Services India
August 2018

Apex Recyclables EFS
Facilities Services UAE
August 2018

DXC Technology
EFS Facilities Services India
July 2018

British Embassy
EFS Facilities Services Bahrain
July 2018
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KNOW YOUR MANAGEMENT

Mark Hardiman

Nadia El Sayad

Mr. Mark Hardiman is the Assistant General Manager of
Operations for EFS Facilities Services in Qatar. He will
be managing a team of diligent FM professionals and
oversee operations of clientele in EFS Qatar.

Ms. Nadia El Sayad is the Director of Operations for
EFS Facilities Services in Egypt. She leads EFS’ Egypt
operations and oversees the processes, strategy,
business growth, and expansion in Egypt.

Mr. Mark is an experienced senior facilities manager with
a demonstrated history of working in the commercial
real estate industry. He has garnered expertise in
Value Engineering, Operations Management, Cost
Management, Contractors, and Facility Management
(FM) in over 10 years.

Ms. Nadia is a proficient professional in Operations
Management and Procurement with 15+ years of expertise
in the industry. Her core competencies lie in Facilities
Management, Soft - Hard Services, Procurement sourcing
and contracts, and Hospitality Management. She has
chaired leadership roles within complex operations,
supervised diverse teams and managed challenging
assignments & accounts within the local market and the
Middle East.

Assistant General Manager - Operations
EFS Facilities Services Qatar

Director – Operations
EFS Facilities Services Egypt

Mr. Mark has successfully completed his Masters
in Building Surveying from Liverpool John Moores
University, England. He is also a proficient Trainer in IOSH
Managing Safely, Fire Awareness, Asbestos awareness,
Asbestos Management, Legionella awareness, First Aid
at Work.
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Ms. Nadia is a qualified graduate from the University of
Cairo and has carried out Voluntary works for Human
Rights and Animal Welfare organizations.
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IN THE SHOES OF...

Nasir Naik

Don’t worry about
being successful
but work towards being
significant and the success
will naturally follow
Operations Manager
EFS Facilities Services Oman

working closely with engineering colleagues, human
resources, finance, environmental/safety/health,
project management, marketing, sales, logistics,
new product introduction, new site setup, materials
management, production, warehousing, customers,
government agencies, and more, in addition to my
core duties.

Introduce yourself to us and your journey at EFS?
They call me Nasir Naik and I currently hold the
position of the Operations Manager for Oman OPCO
with EFS. I graduated with a bachelor’s degree in
Mechanical Engineering in 2005 as well as Bachelors
in Business Administration in 2017. My journey with
EFS started in March 2012 when I joined as the FM
Engineer on one of EFS prestigious projects in Abu
Dhabi.

Do you have any crazy stories from EFS?
I can still recall, it was Saturday, July 28, 2018. As
scheduled, the deep cleaning tasks were conducted
during the weekends at the Shell Head Office here
in Oman. After the marble floor entrance steps was
scrubbed with the machine it left a glossy shine
and created a thin slippery barrier against the grip
of the floor which created a slip/trip hazard for an
employee/customer.

Through these experiences, I gradually found my
passion and ambition in service-oriented FM industry
and efficiency became my work style and due to the
determination, methodical and rigorous approach
in achieving tasks & objectives have landed me with
success. I am quite innovative from my leadership
experiences I enjoy working with people. I look
forward to giving EFS my best performance during
the coming years. Thank you.

The next day being Sunday, a typical busy business
day I had my facility visit due to some other
assignment and this concern immediately grabbed
my attention. Shell has set consistent, high safety
standards across and expect all employees and
contractors to meet them, ambition is to achieve no
harm and no leaks across all operations.

Describe a typical hectic day at work for you?
Working as an Operations Manager is a unique and
versatile role that focuses on managing a variety of
aspects in a company’s operations. It is all about
performing multiple duties rather than focusing on
one specific duty. My job entails doing, managing, or
6
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Without any further delay
the team was advised to
purchase the anti-slip
rubber strips and install them on the entrance marble
steps. The Client welcomed and acknowledged this initiative
as a true example of value add to an efficient Service Delivery.
What are your hobbies?
To me, visiting different countries and exploring the world is seen as a
valuable life experience. Additionally, I let myself loose with activities like
Fishing and Cycling.
Your Words of Wisdom to share with everybody on Life, Health & Family
1. Life
Act honourably and graciously in situations that are challenging. To
assume nothing and to expect the best from people. My mission is to
appreciate differences and value diversity, not to forget the lessons
learnt. Be honest to myself and others in all that I say, think and do.
To be a trustworthy friend and employee
2. Health
The groundwork for all happiness is good health
3. Family
As for my parents I make a point to stay close to them and be
supportive. They are a big part of my connection to who I am and
where I came from, that is something I do not want to forget.
3 Random Facts about you
1. My confidence in my opinions can sometimes intimidate others, especially those who are fearful
2. My curiosity for learning is unquenchable
3. I like managing people to accomplish collaborative feats
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THOUGHT LEADER

IMS@EFS – Time to reboot?

Jacob George

Senior Manager IMS & CRM
EFS Facilities Services UAE

Facility Management is filled with unprecedented
challenges, competing priorities, evolving technology
and the drive for corporate social responsibility. EFS
has realized the value of integrating various systems
and processes into one complete framework which
helps us to work as a single unit with unified objectives.

develops and maintains Intellectual property that has
been acquired over years in the marketplace which
must be protected while being utilized optimally across
the Group.
The EFS IMS is presently being rebooted. Our goal is
to increase integration for better alignment leading
to a more desirable workplace experience. Across
the Group, Optimization will help to drive costs down
and maximize opportunities to increase profitability.
Your participation is important. Your ideas may be
relevant.

The EFS IMS is certified to ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and
OHSAS 18001 Standards. The ISO Standards utilize
the Plan-Do-Check-Act approach to management
and process control to establish objectives, define
processes, monitor progress and compliance,
correct when necessary and consider improvement
opportunities. Quality and Excellence are moving
targets and changes in our operating environment
requires the IMS to be updated. Additionally, EFS

We at Service Assurance are here for you to better
understand and implement the EFS IMS effectively.
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EFS SUPERSTAR
Adeyinka Oluwaseyi Odunsi
considering his exceptional work ethics and
contribution to the team.
Odunsi is the kind of individual that projects a
warm, cheerful attitude to everyone including
the clients. His leadership style, operational
knowledge and way of handling difficult situation
with remarkable patience and admirable tact led
to his promotion to a Housekeeping Team Leader
much to the joy of his managers.
Hailing from Isara Remo Ogun State, Nigeria,
Odunsi is a qualified BSc holder in Industrial
and Labour Relations from Olabisi Onabanjo
University. His positive attitude and desire to
succeed has brought tremendous transformation
in his personality and his way of work. Back in his
hometown, Odunsi is happily married and is blessed
with a 3-year-old Son (Temilade Shephard) and
is passionate about football supporting Arsenal
Foot Ball Club. Odunsi continues to support other
projects in terms of delivering BICSc training.

At EFS we are passionate about our culture and
our people hence recognizing the achievements of
our teams across the organization by supporting
their ambitions and personal initiatives.
We are pleased to introduce Mr. Adeyinka
Oluwaseyi Odunsi as the EFS Superstar. Odunsi
is currently working as a Housekeeping Team
Leader at Jumeirah Hotel at Etihad Towers Abu
Dhabi and has been overwhelmingly nominated
for his dedication and impeccable work ethics in
various projects.
Odunsi began his journey with EFS (First Resort)
as a Housekeeping Attendant in Beach Rotana
on 22nd October 2017. Within a span of 3 months,
Odunsi started to flourish in his role that quickly
caught the attention of his seniors.
When the contract at Beach Rotana ended, Odunsi
was swiftly transferred to Grand Hyatt Emirates
Pearl Abu Dhabi as part of the pre-opening team.
This was an easy decision for the management

JUL TO SEP 2018
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BE INSPIRED

Neil Bryan Santos

The foundation of EFS’ success has been the
focused efforts, motivation and dedication of our
global family. Hailing from different walks of life,
united by our common goals, mission and vision,
the story of every individual working in the EFS
team inspires us.
We celebrate the diversity of our collective
experiences and proudly present examples of
EFS champions who made the most of our career

growth platforms to improve their knowledge and
skills.
Voice of Neil Bryant Santos
Assistant Facility Manager - Operations,
EFS Qatar
“When you help other people to grow, it means
you continue to grow as well”
This is one of the many things I have learnt in the

When
you help other
people to grow,
it means you
continue to
grow as
well
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5 years of working with EFS. The company that
believes in the potential of its people and values,
the contribution of each and every one is valued.
I started my career at EFS in March 2014. I had
previously worked in different companies and in
different countries which moulded me prior to
joining EFS.

and has motivated me further.
I have looked further to improve myself and
have completed courses in Facility Management,
Project Management, AutoCAD, IOSH MS, Nebosh
HSW, Photoshop, and BIM Revit which have helped
me broaden my knowledge in different areas of
Facilities Management. I have tried to apply all my
learnings for the betterment of the operation in
the Towers.

I was given a chance by EFS to expand my horizon
in a more complex job which is in the field of
Facility Management. I was assigned to different
positions in my first two years in the company.

I learned that we have to give chances to people
and to ourselves to grow. We have to develop each
and every one a great leader of their own.

Looking back, I initially was hired as a Tenant
Liaison / Relationship Officer wherein I was able
to develop my skills and understanding to cater to
the needs of the clients. After a few months, I was
promoted as a Property Officer then later on a more
challenging role was given to me, as a Facilities
Administrator. During this my understanding in
the Field of Facilities Management widened in
more complex knowledge and skills. I realized
that interpersonal skills are one of the key factors
which brings camaraderie in the team as a whole.
Aside from knowledge in the technical aspect,
good interpersonal relationships will bring the
whole team to its goal.

Having worked with EFS Facility Services over 5
years, I have focused my team on leveraging a
client-oriented maintenance service. We have
exceeded expectations and demonstrated pride
in our performance. The desire to continuously
improve our performance and standards has
made me a focused professional in the Facilities
Management Industry.

The opportunity that was given to me by the
EFS Management did not stop there, and after
a few months I was promoted to be as a Facility
Coordinator of Tower 4 and Tower 5 of Porto Arabia,
the Pearl Qatar. I embraced all the challenges of
the positions that were given to me and turned it
as a motivation with my arms wide open just like
the team had entrusted me and believed that I can
elevate the name of the company.
Through the consistent effort of the team, we made
huge changes in both Tower. I empowered the
team by motivating and driving them to perform
in their full potential. We were able to change and
turned these projects to be the model Towers.
EFS had created a great impact in my career
growth and professionalism. It made me hungry for
success and fed me with substantial knowledge.
My hunger to learn more has grown over the years

JUL TO SEP 2018
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CASE STUDY

Thomson Reuters Corp.

The Client
Thomson Reuters Corp. provides integrated and intelligent information for businesses and
professionals. It serves decision makers in legal, tax and accounting, intellectual property, and
science and media markets. The company operates through segments like Legal, Tax & Accounting
and Intellectual Property & Science.
The Challenge
Thomson Reuters is a regional contract spread over different locations across the globe, varied
within its scope and contractual revenue. EFS had to adhere to meet standardized services and
manage the diverse scope, irrespective of the volume. CBRE is the principal contractor whilst
EFS provides support to facilitate services in the presence of its registered offices in 7 countries.
Contractual expectations of CBRE and Thomson Reuters had to be aligned and met which posed
a challenge as the in-country team had to meet expectations with limited scope in some of the
locations. It was a tedious task for EFS to align the Client to adopt new cost-saving initiatives as
the Client was conditioned to use already existing resources which proved to cost, over and above
the market price.
The EFS Solution
Thomson Reuters through CBRE appointed EFS to offer comprehensive Integrated Facilities
Management Services and assume complete responsibility for delivering services across 7
locations namely Jordan, Egypt, Lebanon, KSA, Nigeria, Dubai and Bahrain. Over 50 diligent EFS
personnel were deployed onsite who managed a space of more than 87,500 sq. ft. EFS’ scope
of work covered effective operations management, HSEQ control, project mobilization support,
energy management, specialized engineering services and financial management and control.
EFS also delivered excellent value-added services like Training & Development and Supply Chain
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Management. As a part of supply chain management, EFS took charge of food & beverage provisions
as well as office supplies.
EFS tackled challenges with alterations in the scope of Clients’ requests and expectations. In countries
with limited scope and contractual revenue, EFS emphasized the importance of managing expectations
with standardization.
EFS found equal potential and experienced resources at a much economical cost to company(CTC).
This helped Client’s considerations to meet the contractual obligations of providing savings annually.
EFS ensured commitment to provide the same quality of services.
The Business Benefits
With proficient training imparted to EFS’ Office Assistants for replacing light bulbs, reactive maintenance
calls and manpower cost paid by the client eventually reduced. EFS also initiated a space management
program with the Client to consider downsizing the office as around 40% of the office space was
unutilized during the day.
With industry expertise and service excellence, EFS managed to pass on 15% savings in the first year
of contract as against expectation of 10% with a number of key initiatives. From reduction in manpower
with optimum utilization of resources and bringing efficiency to bringing down the contractual value
by negotiating with various subcontractors, all of these led to significant savings. With commendable
service delivery and performance showcased in diverse locations of the world, EFS was awarded the
contract for Nigeria. EFS eased the operations for the Client in Nigeria by being a centralized point of
contact and replaced the concept of dealing with multiple vendors.
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EFS SIGHTINGS

Breakfast with CEO #EFS Dubai
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EOTM #EFS Group
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Straight outta CEO’s Kitchen #EFS UAE
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EOTM #EFS Abu Dhabi

EOTM #EFS Qatar

Appreciation for Musanada Project #EFS Abu Dhabi
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Fire Mock Drill at TwoFour54 #EFS Abu Dhabi
Importance of End-user relation at
Rashid Hospital #EFS Dubai

HR Happy Hour Forum
#EFS UAE
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Musanada School Gratitude Day #EFS Abu Dhabi

Senior Management Meet #EFS KSA

Service Assurance Audit #EFS Al Ain

Weekly Multi-Sport Superbowl #EFS Abu Dhabi
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#BloodDonation #EFS Abu Dhabi

#BloodDonation #EFS Al Ain
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#BloodDonation #EFS Bahrain

#BloodDonation #EFS Dubai
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#BloodDonation #EFS Jordan

#BloodDonation #EFS KSA
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#BloodDonation #EFS Oman

#BloodDonation #EFS Qatar
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Coffee time with managers and teams TSI #EFS Dubai

Amnesty-support job fair #EFS Group
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Pot Luck #EFS Qatar

Birthday Celebration #EFS Qatar
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Workforce Appreciation at Awqaf
#EFS Al Ain
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Receptionist Essential
Skills Training
#EFS Qatar

Absher Initiative
Empowering UAE nationals with job opportunities
#EFS UAE

Supervisory Skills Educational
Training Program
#EFS Qatar
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INDUSTRY NEWS
UAE increases federal budget by $536m
In a Federal Decree, the UAE ruler approved an additional
AED1,969,269,000 ($536m) for general budget expenses, which is to be
financed from the general reserve of the state where the office of the
Minister of Tolerance is to receive an additional AED21m ($5.7m), the
Emirates Diplomatic Academy will get AED9,970,000 ($2.7m), the General
Authority for Sports AED6,822,000 ($1.8m), National Media Council
AED3,917,000 ($1m), and the UAE Space Agency with AED3,500,000
($950k)
EFS On A Mission to Reach Out to the Victims of Kerala
Floods
EFS Facilities Services Group has always marked itself on
a long-standing principle of its Peoples First Philosophy
taking pride in its people which are their most valuable
assets. With the daunting and unprecedented floods
in the state of Kerala, EFS has taken several steps
towards the provision of relief funds and aid through the
#WeStandWithKerala initiative.
EFS supports the Indian Embassy in the UAE with
job opportunities for Amnesty Seekers
The Indian Embassy is making sure that all Indian
citizens staying illegally in the UAE avail of the threemonth visa amnesty scheme where those who have
entered the UAE legally but overstayed their visa can
leave the country without paying any fine and can also
regularize their status if they have a job offer.
As an enabler to this scheme, EFS, together with the
Indian Embassy has conducted walk-in interview drives
for Amnesty-seekers availing jobs at The Indian Social
and Cultural Centre (ISC), Al Mina area, Abu Dhabi on
September 16, from 9am to 2pm in the presence of
more than 25 participating companies.
Digitization of construction: a new business model
A full-scale digitization of the construction industry could save
up to a whopping $1.7 trillion (Dh6.24 trillion) in construction,
engineering and design costs globally within the next decade,
according to a recent report by the World Economic Forum
(WEF) in cooperation Boston Consulting Group. Building
information modelling and other forms of virtual reality, 3D
printing, wireless sensors, autonomous equipment, cloud
technology and other modern technologies are transforming
construction sites around the world, delivering cost and time
savings that could ultimately be passed on to end users.
JUL TO SEP 2018
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Send in your thoughts, suggestions, and write-ups to group.communications@efsme.com
to be featured in the next issue of EFS Horizons !!

